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The #1 New York Times bestseller! Big trucks may brag
and roar, but small and steadfast wins the day in this
cheerful story with timeless appeal. On the Mighty
Mountain Road Crew, the trucks come in one size: BIG.
That is, until the little snowplow joins the crew. None of
the other trucks think that the little snowplow can handle
the big storms, but he knows that he can do it—and just to
be sure, he trains hard, pushing loads of gravel, pulling
blocks of concrete, and doing plow lifts to get ready. But
when a blizzard arrives, will the little snowplow’s training
be enough to clear the streets and handle unexpected
trouble? Taking its place beside classics such as The
Little Engine That Could and Mike Mulligan and His
Steam Shovel, this tale of a plucky little plow will find a
clear path to readers’ hearts.
Containing essential advice and guidance, this book
uses step-by-step sketches and instructions throughout
to reveal the techniques and skills required to illustrate
children's books. It explains how to tackle fantasy, fairy
tales, realism and nature drawings using a variety of
media and advises on the different aspects needed when
working for differing age groups.
Little Knight is scared of fierce knight-eating dragons and
Little Dragon is scared of dangerous dragon-slaying
knights ...But one stormy night they both make a
wonderful discovery...
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Book Design
Made Simple gives DIY authors, small
presses, and graphic designers-novices and experts
alike-the power to design their own books. It's the first
comprehensive book of its kind, explaining every step
from installing Adobe InDesign right through to
sending the files to press. For those who want to design
their own books but have little idea how to proceed, Book
Design Made Simple is a semester of book design
instruction plus a publishing class rolled into one. Let two
experts guide you through the process with easy step-bystep instructions, resulting in a professional-looking topquality book
The Busy Birds Adventures: Hello, Bend! is a bright,
cheerful, and engaging board book to help introduce the
beauty of the nature that surrounds us in Central
Oregon. Throughout this book, a friendly little bird says
"hello!" to the mountains, the buttes, and even the
Deschutes! It is designed for babies to be able to hold
and enjoy whether they are snuggled up in bed or out
exploring the outdoors!
Is Nick Allen a troublemaker? He really just likes to liven
things up at school -- and he's always had plenty of great
ideas. When Nick learns some interesting information
about how words are created, suddenly he's got the
inspiration for his best plan ever...the frindle. Who says a
pen has to be called a pen? Why not call it a frindle?
Things begin innocently enough as Nick gets his friends
to use the new word. Then other people in town start
saying frindle. Soon the school is in an uproar, and Nick
has become a local hero. His teacher wants Nick to put
an end to all this nonsense, but the funny thing is frindle
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doesn't belong
to Nick anymore. The new word is
spreading across the country, and there's nothing Nick
can do to stop it.
A revised tenth anniversary edition blends encouraging
advice with hands-on activity recommendations, in a
guide for prospective writers that features literary
exercises, checklists, targeted reading lists, updated
case histories, online research lists, and submissions
information.
Come join Fred the Bear on a stunningly illustrated
journey to be crowned the best bear in the wood and,
just maybe, learn that there might be more to life than
training. Each year, for as long as the forest has stood, a
contest is held for the bears of the wood. And Fred is the
champion. He's just that good. Fred is the Best Bear in
the Wood - and he's got the medals to prove it. Being the
best takes a lot of hard work, and time on your own, but
Fred doesn't mind. Until a new bear moves to town, and
Fred's champion GRRRRR goes missing. How will he
ever win now?

The Squirrels Who SquabbledScholastic Inc.
When the elves discover that Santa's sleigh is in a
terrible state, they let their imaginations go wild—and
soon there are sleighs of every kind, inspired by big
rigs, motorcycles, zeppelins, and much more! The #1
New York Times bestselling author of Goodnight,
Goodnight, Construction Site and the celebrated
illustrator of Michael Chabon's The Astonishing
Secret of Awesome Man team up for spirited
vehicular silliness and classic Christmas cheer in this
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turbo-charged read-aloud destined to become a
classic. Plus, this is the fixed format version, which
looks almost identical to the print edition.
Like any young pup, Penny is bold. Confident.
Feisty... But what will happen when she meets a new
friend? A true life story based on Penny's
experiences as a young corgi pup. The first of many
adventures with Penny!
Learn the ABCs with Chinese American vegetables,
fruits, and other foods. Written and illustrated by a
Chinese American.
Everyone loves a children's book. And many dream
about writing one. But is it actually possible for an
unpublished writer—armed with a good story idea and
a love of kids—to write, sell, publish, and promote a
book? Yes, it is! Veteran children's book publishing
executive and author Lisa Rojany Buccieri and
author Peter Economy show you how, in their
incredibly useful 2005 first edition of Writing
Children's Books For Dummies®. Buccieri and
Economy begin by explaining the basics of the
children's book business, from the nuts and bolts of
the various formats and genres—with helpful
illustrations to aid you—to the intricacies of the book
publishing market, a list of recent award-winning
books, and a first peek into the particular mind set
that writing children's books requires. (Hint: Throw
out the adult rules, and think like a kid!) Then the
authors dive into the actual writing process itself,
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with tips on setting up a workspace, brainstorming
great book ideas, researching the subject you decide
on, even speaking with the sorts of kids you hope
will eventually read the book. They show you how to
create compelling characters and develop them in
the manuscript; how to outline and write a plot "arc"
of conflict, change, and resolution; how to master the
difficult art of writing dialogue; and how to use active
(rather than passive) language to keep your story
moving along and interesting to young minds. Or, if
you're planning to write a creative nonfiction
children's book—on a topic such as science, nature,
or a historical figure, for example—the authors include
a chapter on this, too. Ready, set, go... it's time to sit
down and write! Once you've finished your book,
however, the process has only begun. Now you will
refine, submit, and hopefully sell your manuscript.
Here again, the authors of Writing Children's Books
For Dummies come through for you. They deliver
solid advice on hiring an illustrator—or not;
participating in workshops and conferences to learn
the business and hone a story; finding an agent;
and, finally, submitting the manuscript to publishers
and—if you are successful—signing a contract. Along
the way, the authors also include tips on handling
rejection; a quick primer on the various editors in
publishing houses (and how they work to make your
book its best); and making a plan to publicize the
book, including hiring a publicist if necessary. Like all
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For Dummies® books, Writing Children's Books For
Dummies highlights "The Part of Tens," which
includes the Ten Best Ways to Promote Your Story
and More Than Ten Great Sources for Storylines.
And the ever-helpful Cheat Sheet includes Tips for
Editing your Children's Book Manuscript, Children's
Book No-No's, Twelve Commandments for Writing
Younger Children's Books, and Tips on Promotion.
From setting down that first word on paper to doing a
successful publicity tour, Writing Children's Books
For Dummies gives you the confidence and the
insiders' know-how to write and sell the story you've
always wanted to write.
A fascinating exploration of children's book
illustration focuses on the work of twelve
contemporary illustrators, including David Wiesner,
Lane Smith, David Shannon, and Betsy Lewin, to
teach readers about the perfect marriage of art and
text.
What would happen if you showed a T-Rex a book?
Well, she wouldn't know what to do with it . . . would
she? A madcap, super silly adventure story rooted in
the transformative power of books, created by
incredible new picture-book duo Rashmi
Sirdeshpande and Diane Ewen
How do you go about illustrating a children's book?
Where do the ideas come from? How do you
illustrate a narrative? How do you get published?
This beautiful book answers all these questions and
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more. With practical tips and ideas throughout, it
explains and follows the journey from first idea to
final completed book. It is filled with illustrations that
show how these images are made, and offers a rare
chance to see the roughs, visuals and ideas sheets
from a variety of childen's illustrators. Exercises
support the ideas discussed and suggest ways of
developing them. A beautiful book aimed at artists,
illustrators, publishers, colleges and adult education
courses teaching illustration. Explains the journey
from first idea to the final completed book. Offers a
rare chance to see the roughs, visuals and ideas
sheets from a variety of children's illustrators.
Superbly illustrated with 199 colour images. Martin
Ursell is a senior lecturer in illustration at Middlesex
University and has illustrated many books for
children.
An adorable and hilarious picture book filled with the
cutest things imaginable This wacky, imaginative
picture book sets out to answer a big question:
Wanna see the cutest thing EVER? Just when you
think you’ve seen it, there’s more! Is it a kitten? A
unicorn? Bunny astronauts? These things are cute,
but are they really the cutest thing ever? After being
paraded through a colorful world of cuteness, young
readers will discover a mirror on the final page,
which reflects the actual cutest thing ever and makes
them shout—it’s me! With charming illustrations and
laugh-out-loud text, The Cutest Thing Ever is a fun
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read-aloud for parents and children to share
together.
Do you want to inspire your child's creativity? Or to
improve your child's drawing skills? Do you want
your child to learn how to draw beautiful pictures by
himself? Then this is the perfect book to get started!
How to Draw for Kids is a series of awesome
drawing books for budding little artist! This is the 1st
book in a four-part series. It teaches HOW TO
DRAW CUTE ANIMALS just in 10 simple steps.
There are 50 easy, reproducible lessons that guide
kids step by step to draw super-cute pictures
independently! The book also includes blank pages
to practice drawing. In this book you will find How to
Draw: ? Cute Pets ? Cute Farm Animals ? Cute
Forest Animals ? Cute Jungle Animals ? Cute
Colorful Birds ? Cute Sea Animals ? Cute Insects
And much, much more! The book is perfect for kids
6-12 + even with little to no previous experience. All
our diagrams are based on simple lines and shapes.
Everyone who can hold a pencil, can learn to draw!
Kids will love following our simple tutorials to create
beautiful drawings! So, what are you waiting for?
Scroll Up and Click on BUY NOW Button to Get Your
Copy Now!
HIGH-STAKES ADVENTURE. RICH GRAYSCALE
ILLUSTRATIONS. NARNIA MEETS OLD YELLER
IN THIS UNFORGETTABLE DEBUT! This
adventure's a throwback to simpler times. It appears
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to be prose-but it secretly rhymes. Kids can read to
themselves. They can read it aloud. It's about a
young boy who is brave and unbowed. The kid goes
on a quest, and when danger appears, he discovers
true grit-and he conquers his fears. When the dust
has all settled and Martin returns, he makes difficult
choices and finally learns that it's not always easy to
do the right thing... But he makes it back home to his
father, the King. When his quest is complete and
brave deeds have been done, he discovers at last
that his sword has been won! Black and white
illustrations explode off the page-a feast for the eyes,
irrespective of age. There's adventure aplenty...and
frightening foes. There is also a knight-and he
follows his nose, sniffing out those in danger to serve
and protect. But this boldest of knights isn't whom
you'd expect... There's much more than just action
and marvelous art: there's a moral embedded to
enter the heart and the mind of your child. It will
challenge and thrill. This book won't be forgotten like
other ones will. And the very best part? Martin
makes a new friend! When kids finish this book, they
won't want it to end. So bring joy to a child: buy a
copy today!Come and meet the boy prince-and the
knight named Sir Ray...
PIRATES STUCK AT "C" - An Alphabet Adventure
2020 Purple Dragonfly Award Honorable Mention -Children's Picture Book Age 5 & Younger 14th
Annual National Indie Excellence Award Finalist -Page 9/15
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Children's Picture Book for Preschool & Cover
Design "I love the graphics in this book. The
characters are all super cute on every page! The
story is super cute including the ABC's on each
page. My two littles thought it was a fun read!
Argh??. Great job!" —Crystal Camp-Kravtsov "I teach
four year olds. This book was enjoyed by my
children. It is a great addition to our library. Alphabet
learning is the cornerstone for reading." —Jenny Harp
"I absolutely loved "Pirates Stuck at C" and my
daughter loved it even more. Thankyou for writing
such a beautiful book. You are amazing!!!!" —Alifyah
Mufaddal Gather round this book and we'll help you
sort out your letters in this interactive adventure.
Captain Scallywag has sailed his ship onto the shore
of what he believes will be the perfect place for a
treasure hunt. Except his crew isn't having much luck
- Daryll is caught in deep waters, Killian is tangled in
kelp, and Ollie has an octopus on his head. Captain
Scallywag is going to need your help if he's ever
going to find his treasure. Pirates Stuck at ‘C' by
Brooke Van Sickle and Gabriela Dieppa is a picture
book that helps kids learn their alphabet and if they
don't, then we'll make them walk the plank. Just
kidding! Even if you want to play Captain Hooky on
the whole letter learning, you'll still enjoy a good
treasure hunt. For fans of Jake the Pirate and P is
Pterodactyl. This alphabet adventure book on the
high seas will have you laughing-out-loud so much,
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you'll want to read this adventure again and again.
Twelve people set aside their fears and ride a roller
coaster, including one who has never done so
before.
Timothée de Fombelle and Isabelle Arsenault
capture the heart-wrenching cost of war for one
small girl in a delicately drawn, expertly told tale.
While her father is at war, five-year-old Rosalie is a
captain on her own secret mission. She wears the
disguise of a little girl and tracks her progress in a
secret notebook. Some evenings, Rosalie's mother
reads aloud Father's letters from the front lines, so
that Rosalie knows he is thinking of her and looking
forward to the end of the war and to finally coming
home. But one day a letter comes that her mother
doesn't read to her, and Rosalie knows her mission
must soon come to an end. Author Timothée de
Fombelle reveals the true consequence of war
through the experiences of small, determined
Rosalie, while acclaimed artist Isabelle Arsenault
illustrates Rosalie's story in muted grays marked with
soft spots of color -- the orange flame of Rosalie's
hair, the pale pink of a scarf, the deep blue ink of her
father's letters. All the more captivating for the
simplicity with which it is drawn and told, this quiet
tale will stay with the reader long after its last page is
turned.
Edward Tulane, a cold-hearted and proud toy rabbit,
loves only himself until he is separated from the little
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girl who adores him and travels across the country,
acquiring new owners and listening to their hopes,
dreams, and histories. Jr Lib Guild. Teacher's Guide
available. Reprint.
Back in print at last! Shoo Rayner's most loved
Character, The Ginger Ninja. A warm and funny
story with big themes of bullying and self-belief.
Ginger is a happy kitten. He likes his school friends,
loves playing pawball and even enjoys his lessons!
Until Tiddles comes to St Felix's... When Tiddles
joins the class, it's soon clear he may be the biggest
bully the school has ever known...
NO! I do not want this BIG CURLY HAIR! It's messy and
silly and just plain unfair. All Curly Haired Girl has ever
wanted is straight and luscious locks, but when she
meets a little girl with the smoothest, silkiest hair, who
says all she's ever wanted is spirally, squiggly hair, they
are BOTH confused! A hilarious tale about loving what
we have. And hair, lots and lots of hair. I Don't Want
Curly Hair! is glorious new picture book for little people
who always want what they can't have! Illustrated by the
brilliant Laura Ellen Anderson, this eBook comes with a
glorious audio accompaniment by CBeebies star Justin
Fletcher, complete with rich sound effects.
Covers classic fiction, contemporary themes, picture
books, book production, fads, nonfiction, and careers as
a children's writer or illustrator
Surveying fresh illustration work from across the globe,
this book presents a spectrum of styles, techniques and
subject matter representative of trends and innovations.
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Each artist's
work is accompanied by a self-portrait and a
profile exploring their inspirations and their approach
both to illustration and to their career.
In 14th century France, Aida is accused of being a witch
when the Black Death wipes through her village.
Abandoned by her family, she is surrounded by death
and disease, but when a woman who may actually be a
witch tells her how to cure the plague, it may mean
uncovering a dark magic.
Unravel the fundamental ingredients of visual storytelling
and discover how top children's illustrators portray
narrative, intrigue, and suspense through art.
Have you been naughty or nice? Get set for Christmas
with our brand new magical Annual! Enjoy Elf-themed
activities, stories and makes in this charming new Annual
and help make it the best Christmas holiday ever!
Includes recipes, craft ideas, quizes, puzzles, jokes, fun
facts, etc.
Zelie Adebola remembers when the soil of Or sha
hummed with magic. Burners ignited flames, Tiders
beckoned waves, and Zelie s Reaper mother summoned
forth souls. But everything changed the night magic
disappeared. Under the orders of a ruthless king, maji
were killed, leaving Zelie without a mother and her
people without hope.
Two greedy squirrels go on a wild pinecone chase in this
hilarious follow-up to The Lion Inside and The Koala
Who Could! "It's mine!" shouted Cyril."No, mine!"
hollered Bruce."You don't stand a chance!Give up! It's no
use!""I'm HUNGRY!" cried Cyril."This cone is NOT
yours!""Stay back!" shouted Bruce."This cone's for MY
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stores!" Greedy
sights on a very special prize: the last pinecone of the
season. Uh-oh! The race is on! A laugh-out-loud tale
about friendship and sharing by the bestselling duo
behind The Lion Inside and The Koala Who Could,
Rachel Bright and Jim Field!
How to write and illustrate children's books.
When Alfonso the cat hears there’s a boat coming into
harbour carrying its largest ever catch, he hatches a plan. It’s
brave! It’s bold! And it involves a ghost pirate ship, some
rather gullible fishermen, and cats ... LOTS of cats. With an
infectious rhyming text and laugh-out-loud illustrations, this
book is set to become a firm favourite for fans of life on the
high seas.
Creating children's books - Telling the story - Non-fiction Media and techniques.
Top professionals who create art for children's books show
how to adapt a personal style to the specialized needs of
publications intended for the young reader.
You know your first draft has problems, but what's the best
way to fix them? How do you know where to start editing? Or
for many writers the bigger question becomes, How do I know
when I'm done?Popular bloggers Stephanie Morrill and Jill
Williamson have been where you are, and they want to help
you understand, and even come to love-yes, love-the editing
process. In this revised and updated edition of Go Teen
Writers: Edit Your Novel, you'll learn:¿Methods for efficiently
editing your novel.¿What problems to look for in your
manuscript and how to solve them.¿Where to start editing,
and how to know when you're done.¿How to keep track of
your story's character, storyworld, and setting details.¿How a
critique group can help you.¿The pros and cons of traditional
and self-publishing.¿An overview of pitching your novel and
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making writing
your career.¿And much more!Teaching
yourself how to edit a first draft can feel hard, discouraging,
and isolating. But using this guide, you'll feel as encouraged,
empowered, and capable as if you had a writing coach sitting
alongside you.
Provides practical and timely advice on writing different types
of children's books, working with publishers, understanding
the publishing process, the importance of illustrators, and
building a career in the field of children's literature. Original.
12,000 first printing.
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